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About This Game

From the makers of Dune™ and Megarace™
Lost Eden, an alternative prehistoric past where man and dinosaur co-exist.

You must travel four continents and meet more than twelve different species of dinosaurs, each with its own distinct personality.
It is your goal to restore the peace that once allowed man and beast to live harmoniously. To accomplish this goal, you will need

to find the secret to traveling the lands of Eden, engaging the help of the dinosaurs and rebuilding lost citadels.

From Cryo Interactive Entertainment, the creators of Dune.

An adventure-strategy game in a world never before imagined

Explore seven types of 3D terrain and enjoy sophisticated cinematics

Meet more than 12 species of talking dinosaurs

Get a pterodactyl's-eye view in texture-mapped traveling sequences

With full speech throughout and an original musical score
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Title: Lost Eden
Genre: Adventure, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Cryo Interactive
Publisher:
Interplay
Release Date: 1 Jan, 1995

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows (XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10)

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

Storage: 357 MB available space

English,Italian
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Would be fun, I imagine, if it didn't cut off the bottom third of the screen upon launch.. Good game - nice use of event cards.

Combat requires some thought as does recruiting.

Not sure it will get dozens of plays, but buy it on sale and play it through - well worth it.. Character art is kinda bland, and the
playfield lacks shading, but it's still very pretty and handles well. Overall pretty good shmup. If you do update, put in some
baked in lighting to give the levels a little more contrast and bam, amazing visuals. Pretty decent game for a very low price.
Bought it on Steam Sale in the "Dinosaur Hunt XXL Edition"-Bundle with 28 games for 1,26€ most of them with a sh**load of
easy-to-unlock achievements.. It's good. Not awful, not perfect, but good.
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I am too proudly casual (DMG) to watch this and I could care less about professional gaming.

My playtime here is achieved by merely having it accidentally opened for a prolonged period of time, not actually watching.

I would rather play the game instead.

My time is precious.

. REJECTED .. The core game of Khet is amazing. If you like chess and other strategy board games, you will most certainly like
Khet. Unfortunately, this digital version of the game leaves a lot to be desired. The game is very buggy, and crashed multiple
times when I was trying to play an online game with a friend. Good news is, that my friend submitted error logs to the developer
and he fixed most problems within a day. But there are still some lagging issues. For one, the game will always crash if you have
a browser window open that is playing video such as Netflix or Amazon Video. Also, the interface is not very good. Almost
every digital version of chess that's ever been released has allowed players to scroll through all the moves made in the game.
This is incredibly useful when you are playing an asyncronous game, and you need to refresh your memory on what the last
several moves were. This is a feature that is sorely needed in Khet. Even if you are playing a live game and you happen to look
away from the screen for a second while your opponent moves, it can be extrememly difficult to try and figure out where he just
moved, and there's no way to click back and see. Overall though, I do recommend this game, simply because Khet is such a deep
and interesting game. And hopefully in the future, the interface can be fixed with an update. As of January 2016, I would give
this game a 6\/10. With some interface tweaks and bug fixes, this game would easily be a 10\/10.. I loved Dungeon Keeper back
in the day...

I couldn't get through the tutorial for this game, I fell asleep...

3 / 10 zZzZzzz. Whoa did someone lace my weed with acid?
Seriously this game has some psychadelic backgrounds and trippy stuff to give you eyegasms for years to come. A very basic
game and idea, thrown together with some ridiculously easy controls of 2 buttons, yet just enough nonsense and random stuff to
keep you on your toes and distract the living hell out of you, and in the end leading you to conclude you find out you have zero
reflex.
I loved this game, The balance of mechanics is great, it was fun and addicting, I made in to level 20 on my first sitting (after
many tries).
It was fun to learn the mechanics of each level and try to ajust on the fly, plus the $10,000 incentive to beat the game was a
great idea too, not many games have contest.
. the game is a bit glitching, not responding. but im enjoying the time it is working... well though out game!. It's an ok HOG.
Decent puzzles and storyline. Nothing really sticks out in my mind about it being bad. Give it a shot.. I am at peace.
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